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To better understand destruction mechanisms of wake-vortices behind aircraft, the 
point vortex method for stability (inviscid) used by Crow is here compared with vis-
cous modal global stability analysis of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations acting on a 
two-dimensional basic flow, i.e. BiGlobal stability analysis. 
The fact that the BiGlobal method is viscous, and uses a flnite área vortex model, gives 
rise to results somewhat different from the point vortex model. It adds more parameters 
to the problem, but is more realistic. 
I. Introduction 
THE problem of aircraft wakes and how long they last before some mechanism destroys them has been widely studied. The importance of the problem aróse a long time ago, with the appearance of the Boeing 
747, and was again of importance when Airbus 380 carne into service. However, in the present days, not 
only the hazard due to such big aircraft is important , also, as the air trafñc increases, the air space becomes 
more and more saturated and it is of major importance to reduce the distances between aircraft to be able 
to increase the density of them in saturated air spaces. 
Consequently, the acceleration of the destruction of wake vórtices, although studied for a long time, is 
still an open problem. In the way to eliminate tha t hazard, the stability of the wake needs to be studied in 
depth as a previous stage, to be able to distinguish which configurations can last for longer and to understand 
the mechanism of its destruction. 
An isolated vortex is known to last for very long, but, in general, aircraft wake destruction mechanisms 
use to involve various vórtices, so this dissipation occurs faster. A very good example of tha t s tatement is 
the very well known Crow instability for a counter-rotating vortex pair. Crouch also found some other 
mechanisms of destruction tha t act faster for two vortex pairs as it will be the configuration of a plañe with 
deployed flaps. Following this line, many other studies can be found tha t analyze vortex interaction for wake 
destruction. 
Here, two different methods are compared for the study of wake instabilities, the inviscid point vortex 
method for stability and the viscous modal stability analysis of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations using 
a basic flow in 2D (BiGlobal). 
The first of them, which will be called inviscid, has two variants. One, applied to wakes by Kármán3 '4 
is a 2D analysis where the vórtices are seen as points in a plañe. The other, that involves many works, like 
Crow, Jiménez, Crouch and Fabre et al. amongst others, is a 3D analysis where the vórtices are seen as 
parallel filaments, initially straight and later with a sinusoidal perturbation. 
The second method, much more modern in time, but maybe even more used, is viscous. There have 
been many successful ways to employ that method, but they encountered at least some difficulties, most 
of them involving the need of too much computational resources. Some works as Hein and Theofilis7 and 
Rodríguez and Theofilis have used Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto points, that provide high accuracy, but use a 
great amount of machine memory, specially when high number of grid points is needed, leading to the need 
of the use of big machine stations. This methods do not allow a great benefit when sparse algebra solvers are 
implemented, as the collocation matrices are dense and the complete matrices to solve do not have as much 
zeros as finite differences or other methods that do not imply full collocation matrices. Broadhurst et al. 
solved the problem using spectral/hp-element methods and González et al. used low order finite elements, 
which achieve good solutions but needed very complicated meshes. This time high order finite differences 
are used following the methodology of Paredes el al., which allows to obtain similar results with much less 
computational resources, because the use of high accuracy methods is possible for sparse matrices and then 
sparse algebra solvers can be implemented. 
This work has been structured as follows: This first chapter is an introduction, followed by the second 
chapter that explains the theory behind both methods, the third chapter shows and comments the results 
obtained and finally some conclusions are presented in the last chapter. 
II. Theory 
The theory behind both inviscid vortex methods for stability analysis and viscous global modal analysis is 
presented in this chapter. The two methods expose some similarities, because both of them are based on the 
linearization of perturbed equations and the solution of an eigenvalue problem, but as the vortex methods 
are inviscid and based on the Biot-Savart equation, the standard analysis is a viscous method that is based 
on the Navier-Stokes equations. This difference in the equations leads to a difference in the variables, as 
these used in the vortex methods are the point or filament positions, while these of the viscous methods are 
the flow variables. 
In addition to that, it should be noted that the Navier-Stokes are the equations that the flow follows, 
while the Biot-Savart relation applied to points or filaments with vorticity is only an idealization that will 
give good results only when the assumptions taken are valid. However, the solution of the Navier-Stokes, even 
linearized, gives more trouble, specially when Re is high, in other words, when viscosity is less important. 
That is a reason to think that inviscid methods could be a good solution, and in fact are, as it has been proved 
along the history. Furthermore, inviscid methods use to require less computational resources and therefore, 
solutions are easier to obtain in most of the cases. However, it should be noted that this inviscid limit is 
not the same that the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations as Re —> oo, because the highest derivative 
cannot go to zero. For that reason, one should never forget that inviscid methods solve an approximation 
which may have singularities in boundary layers and concéntrate vórtices, as well as turbulent mechanisms 
are neglected. 
The analysis of this problem has followed different sets of nomenclature for the coordinate system. This 
paragraph exposes the options and the reasons to have chosen one in particular here. It is very common in 
the vortex field to use y and z as coordinates of the plañe perpendicular to the vortex and x as the direction 
of the vortex, as it is done by Crow and Crouch. That is usually done because the main direction is the 
direction of the vortex, but some other people, use other ñames for the three directions, as Jiménez that 
uses ei, e2 and e^, being the third of them the direction of the vortex, or Rennich and Lele that uses x 
and y as the plañe coordinates and z for the vortex direction. The last of them will be used here, because 
it seems more general, when one applies the methods that will be explained below for more general cases. 
In addition, and maybe more important, a 2D view is extended and it is more clear when one uses the third 
coordinate to represent the perpendicular direction to this 2D point of view. 
II.A. Point Vortex Linear Modal Analysis 
This method for stability assumes a given set of point vórtices in a 2D plañe that are in equilibrium. However, 
this assumption can be relaxed to a set of points that maintain their relative positions, as it occurs for the 
two counter-rotative vórtices. Later a small perturbation is introduced and the equations of the movement 
linearized to first order in the perturbations. These linearized equations are not solved in time in this 
approach, instead, the temporal behavior is supposed to be in exponential form and, using this assumption, 
an eigenvalue problem is solved to analyze the stability of the problem. 
This methodology, is similar to that used in standard global modal analysis, but here the equations of 
the movement are the equations that give the movement of the point vórtices and the perturbed variables 
are the point positions, opposed to the Navier-Stokes equations and the flow variables that are used there. 
The analysis mentioned is presented for 2D point vórtices and perturbations, and later for the filaments 
in 3D that represent a set of points in 2D, but for sinusoidal perturbations in the third direction. This 
method in 3D was used by Crow to discover the wake instability that has now his ñame. 
II. A.1. Two Dimensional Perturbations Procedure, particularized for two counter-rotative vórtices 
The starting point is a configuration of N point vórtices in a plañe, xp = [xp,yp], each of them denoted by 
the subindex p. This set of points will move following Eq. (1), where ez is the vector perpendicular to the 
plañe. 
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Perturbations of the form of xp = Xp + ex'p are introduced in the vortex positions, and later the 
resulting equations are linearized, leaving only terms of order e. In order to do that, up = [up,vp] = 
(híp/dt = u(xp) — Ü, where Ü is in this case the descent speed of the pair. Note that Xp represent an 
equilibrium configuration, and therefore, the order one part of the equation is satisfied and gives the valué of 
Ü = — (Ta/4irXa)ez and the order e part of the equation remain unchanged. Time derivatives are supposed 
homogeneous as x'j, = ~kpe~iut. N = 2 is substituted for the case of two counter rotative vórtices. Here, 
2Xa is the distance between the vórtices and r a the circulation of the right vortex, being the opposite for 
the left. 
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It is time to non-dimensionalize these equations. The distance between the vórtices will be the length for 
this purpose, as well as the circulation of the right vortex will be the circulation used for the same. Using 
this non-dimensionalization, time will be non-dimensionalized by 27r(2Xa)2/Ta. Note that this time is the 
time needed to propágate a distance 2Xa and is not the same non-dimensionalization that is usually used 
for two co-rotative vórtices that is usually that, multiplied by ir, that is the time for the vórtices to make 
one turn. 
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Using this non-dimensionalization, the eigenvalue problem has the following form: 
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II. A.2. Three Dimensional Perturhations Procedure, particularized for two counter-rotative vórtices 
The start ing point is again a configuration of N point vórtices in a plañe, but now, they are seen in a three 
dimensional point of view. These points are actually infinite lines of concentrated vorticity perpendicular 
to tha t plañe. The set of filaments will move following Eq. (7), where similarities can be seen with Eq. (1), 
showing tha t the only differences are the change of the direction of the filaments, tha t now is more generic 
than only e z , shown as dl q , and the integration along the filament, which involves some slight changes. 
The most important factor to have into account is the fact tha t one filament can interact with itself and 
therefore, the constraint p ^ q has been removed. However, one point of the filament cannot interact with 
itself, because the integráis will diverge if tha t happens, and accordingly, this possibility has to be accounted 
in the integral. There are various ways to overeóme tha t difiieulty, the most common is what is called the 
cutoff integral, which consist in eliminating a small portion from the integral. The length of the portion tha t 
is eliminated or cut, is what is called the cutoff parameter, which is a length tha t has to be of the order of 
the size of the core of the vortex. Consequently, the integral has to be calculated as a cutoff integral, or, 
otherwise, it would diverge when it is calculated along a filament over itself. Several approaches are made 
in li terature for the valué of this cutoff, as well as other approximations, see Crow- and Widnall et al.~-
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Here, again, as it was done in the 2D problem, the vortex positions are per turbed and the equations are 
linearized. Wha t is said there is valid here, but, although the perturbat ions and the equilibrium positions are 
2D again, it should be noted tha t the problem is regarded as 3D and the perturbat ions depend upon the third 
direction. This dependence is assumed homogeneous and the perturbat ions have the shape x'j , = ~kpelkZp~lut. 
However, this time, the process is not straightforward. dlq = (e z + £<9x' /dzq)dzq, and new combinations 
of terms of order e appear. Furthermore, as it was mentioned, the integráis tha t have to be calculated 
diverge and they have to be seen as cutoff integráis. In addition to that , the substi tution of u ( x p ) introduces 
more complications. This time, up = u ( x p ) — Ü = [up,Vp,wp], and the derivatives come from the equation 
dxp /d t + wp(híp/dx = exMp + eyvp + ezwp, where it is observed tha t z is the only directional dependence. 
When this equation is linearized, the convection term is of higher order, and therefore it is the áz' / d i term 
tha t can be neglected. In order to calcúlate the solution for two counter rotating vórtices, again 2Xa is 
assumed to be the distance between the vórtices and r a the circulation of the right vortex. d is the valué 
of the cutoff parameter, assumed to be equal for the two vórtices, which should be of the order of the real 
vortex core. The solutions of the integráis are represented using the modified Bessel functions of the second 
kind Ko(a) and Ki(a), and the integral cosine, Ci(a). 
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The equations can be non-dimensionalized using again the same time (27r(2Xa)2/Ta) and distance (2Xa), 
where the same comments apply one more time. However, in this case, other two parameters will appear, 
because there are two more lengths in the problem, d and í/k: 
d = 
2Xa 
k = 2Xak 
(9) 
(10) 
Using this non-dimensionalization, the eigenvalue problem obtained is the same as that obtained in 
Eqs. (8) of Crow, but the notation has changed, the coordinates [x, y, z], used here, are interchanged by 
[y, z, x] there and also vortex numbers 1 and 2 are interchanged. In a similar fashion as in that paper, a 
function T(6) = eos 9 — 1 + 9sin9 — 92Ci(9) is defined to shorten the equations shown. 
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II.B. Modal Linear Stability Theory 
Modal linear stability studies the asymptotic behavior of the flow to small disturbances. The linearized 
problem is converted into an eigenvalue problem and stability is given by the sign of the real part of the 
eigenvalues. The process to derive the equations used here can be found in many works as Theofilis,14'15 
although more details of the equations are given this time. 
Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations of a viscous, incompressible fluid in dimensionless form and 
Cartesian coordinates are 
O — 1 
u • Vu = -Vp + — V2u, (12) V u = 0 
with the Reynolds number defined as: 
dt Re 
Re = ULL/v, (13) 
being UL and L the velocity and length scale respectively, used to non-dimensionalize the problem, and v 
the kinematic viscosity. 
The vector of fluid variables q = [ü, p]T is decomposed into a steady mean flow Q and an unsteady small 
disturbance or perturbation e q: 
q(x,í) = Q(x) + eq(x , í ) . (14) 
where e C l . 
Introducing this decomposition of the perturbed flow into the Eq. (12), and subtracting the basic flow 
(as it satisfies the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations itself) one arrives to the so-called perturbation 
equations or Linearized Navier Stokes Equations (LNSE) 
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In these equations the O(e) terms have been retained, while the non-linear perturbation term (uVu) 
is C(e2) and can be neglected. The linearization is correct while the disturbance amplitude remains small 
enough for the non-linear terms to be negligible. This statement should be kept in mind as the true non-linear 
system can become unstable under finite-amplitude disturbances, under conditions in which the linearized 
system will stay stable. One physical example of this is the laminar-turbulent transition originated by the 
transient growth of initially small disturbances, that can be stable in a linear approach (see Butler for a 
In Cartesian coordinates, Eqs. (15) have the form of Eqs. (16). Where u = [u, v, w], U = [£/}V,W] and 
sub-index indícate derivatives. 
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In linear stability theory, the perturbation term is usually written as the product of an amplitude function 
and a phase function, q = qO. Table (1) summarizes the different instability approaches arranged by 
increasing constrains to the basic flow. These different approaches are explained in the next subsections in 
more detail. 
Table 1. Classification of linear stability theory concepts for analysis of a steady state Q. 
Denomination Assumptions Basic State Amplitude Phase Function © 
TriGlobal 
BiGlobal 
OSE 
-
¿>3Q=0 
¿>2Q = ¿>3Q = = 0 
Q(x1,x2,x3) 
Q(xi,x2) 
Q(*l) 
q(x1,x2,x3) 
q(xi,x2) 
q(xi) 
e-iut 
ei(k3x3—ut) 
eÍ(k2X2 + k3X3—Ut) 
Using that approach, what is finally obtained is an eigenvalue problem for ui as eigenvalues and q as 
eigenvectors. The eigenvalues will have a real part, that will be the growth rate and a imaginary part that 
will be the frequency of the oscillations. In the notation used, u> is multiplied by —i, that means that the 
real part of ui will actually be the frequency changed of sign, and the growth rate will be the imaginary part. 
This option here, is called temporal amplification theory, and it is the only one applicable to TriGlobal. For 
the other two approaches, however, there are also wavenumbers (fe¿) that have to be taken into account. For 
temporal theory, they have to be all given and real, in order to have sinusoidal movement in the homogeneous 
directions. This method gives the growth or decay in time of the perturbations. 
On the other hand, it exists the spatial theory. It consist of analyzing the problem using one of the 
wavenumbers as complex eigenvalues and leaving the frequency real. When spatial theory is selected, growing 
or decay may be found in the direction of the wavenumber that is calculated, given a frequency of oscillation. 
It cannot be used in TriGlobal, because it does not have any homogeneous direction. If the OSE approach is 
taken, it needs to be given a real wavenumber for one of the homogeneous directions. Fürthermore, it should 
be taken into account that directional derivatives are second order, and then, the eigenvalue problem to solve 
will have eigenvalues to the power of two, with the consequent difficulties of solution. This complication, 
however, does not add significant aspects to the matter and will not be discussed any further in this work. 
For an interesting review of temporal and spatial theory, applied to local stability, see Mack.17 
II.B.l. Two Dimensions, BiGlobal 
If the dependence in the third direction is neglected, the two-dimensional parallel flow is assumed and the 
corresponding stability analysis is called BiGlobal instability (see Theofilis ' for a review). Assuming that 
the basic flow is now dependent on two out of the three spatial coordinates (see table 1): 
Q=[U,V,W,Pf(x,y), (17) 
the coeflicients of the LNSE. (Eq. (15)) are z-independent, and modal perturbations now get the form 
q ( x , y , z , t ) = q ( x , y ) e i ^ - " í ) (18) 
All this, is substituted into Eqs. (15), to obtain Eqs. (19). Again, some changes of notation are applied in 
that equation, x\: x2 and x3 are called x, y and z, while k3 is called ¡i. Derivatives are shown as sub-index, 
and now there are derivatives in two dimensions. 
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ux+vy + i/3w = 0 
This can be writ ten as an eigenvalue problem with [ü, v, w,p]T as eigenvectors and u> as eigenvalues. 
The disturbances are three-dimensional, but a sinusoidal dependence is assumed only in the homogeneous 
z-direction, with the periodicity length Lz = 2TT//3. Eqs. (19) can be again writ ten in matrix form. 
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where LID = UVX + VVy + Wifí — -^(Vxx + Vyy — /32). Here /3 is a wavenumber parameter, related 
with the periodicity length along the homogeneous spatial direction, z. 
III. Results 
The results are collected in this section for the two vortex wake. First a simple 2D point vortex analysis 
is done, later a 3D filament vortex analysis is carried out, which is the same as Crow, and later the same 
problem is studied by means of s tandard linear modal stability (BiGlobal). 
I I I .A . 2 D Point V o r t e x Ana lys i s of T w o Counter R o t a t i v e Vórt ices 
If the eigenvalues of the problem shown in Eq. (6) are calculated analytically, it is obtained tha t there is only 
one quadruple eigenvalue — \UJ = 0. Note tha t a numerical algorithm may fail here due to the singularity of 
the matrix. These four nuil eigenvalues means that if any perturbat ion is introduced, it will be maintained, 
neither amplified or damped, and, for any perturbat ion of the initial configuration the distance per turbed 
will remain constant. Due to the simplicity of the problem, this conclusión could have been obtained by 
simple deduction, without any mathematical analysis, but it is always important to find the mathematical 
proof of the results. 
I I I . B . 3 D Point V o r t e x Ana lys i s of T w o C o u n t e r R o t a t i v e Vórt ices 
In this case, the eigenvalue problem tha t defines the problem to analyze, is given by Eq. (11). However, this 
equation depends of two parameters, k and d, so they have been defined before. Once valúes are given to the 
two of them, the solution is straightforward. However, the physic of the problem has to be in mind for the 
selection of the parameters, as any random selection may not be physical. This section solves, basically, the 
same problem as Crow, but more details of the solution are obtained, which will be of great use to compare 
with other methods. 
The cutoff distance will be related with the vortex core. The actual valué for this relation is not easy 
to obtain, but several approaches have been made. In his paper, Crow gives a valué of the ratio cutoff by 
vortex radious of around one third and, as the vortex cores are not supposed to interact with each other, 
the distance of the vórtices has to be bigger (or much bigger) tha t the double of the vortex radious. This 
s tatement can be summarized saying that d should be smaller than around 0.2. This condition may be 
relaxed if the ratio between the cutoff and the vortex core is increased, but in any case, valúes of d tha t 
approach to one are not realistic. This limit is imposed because the vortex cores should not touch each other. 
Now, other restriction should be addressed. The oscillation of the vórtices cannot be so small tha t the 
length of oscillation is smaller than the vortex core, because in this case, the oscillation would be inside 
the cutoff distance tha t has been extracted from the problem. The previous statement could be written as 
í/k > d, which means that for a given d, k should be approximately smaller than the inverse of it. For 
example, for a valué of the cutoff of 0.1, the wavenumber should be less than 10 and for a cutoff of 0.5, the 
wavenumber should be less than 2. 
Note that the limits obtained above are approximated valúes and they could be exceeded, but they should 
be always keep in mind. 
The eigenvalue problem is now solved for k from 0 to 6 and five selections of d: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. 
Note that d = 0.2 is in the limit of validity of the parameter and the higher valúes will be outside this limit. 
However, the results of these parameters are obtained to see how the problem changes when the cutoff does, 
but it should not be forgotten that the validity of the results in that range is at least doubtful. The resulting 
valúes of the amplification rate (w¿) and frequency (¿>r) have been collected in figures 1 and 2, where the 
upper half of figures l(c), l(e) and 2(a) coincide with figure 9 of Crow.1 
The four eigenvalues are always in pairs and either they are real or imaginary, but they have never the 
two components. The couples have the same valué with positive and negative sign. That is, when there is a 
growing mode, there exist a decaying mode, and the neutral eigenvalues appear as a complex plus a complex 
conjúgate. 
Lets introduce now the shape of the modes with the help of figures 3, 4 and 5. The first mode that 
grows for small k is always a symmetric mode, shown in figures 4(a) and 5(a). For small d it appears far 
from the asymmetric growing mode, but as d mercases, this mode, represented in figure 5(c), moves closer 
to small wavenumbers, appearing from any positive k for a cutoff equal to 0.5 as figure 2(c) shows. Also for 
small cutoff parameters, a second región of symmetric instability appears near to the región of asymmetric 
instability, but this región approaches faster to the first región of instability as the cutoff increases becoming 
a single symmetric instability región for a valué in between 0.2 and 0.3 of the cutoff distance. In the regions 
that either the symmetric or asymmetric mode are neutrally stable, two modes with frequency appear, that 
neither grow or decay, but move at a definite frequency in time both upstream and downstream. 
To conclude this section of results, it could be said that the results as the wavenumber tends to zero are 
also zero, as was proved in the 2D analysis carried out previously. 
III.C. BiGlobal Analysis of Two Counter Rotative Vórtices 
The BiGlobal analysis consists basically of solving the eigenvalue problem defined in Eq. (20). However, 
this solution is not straightforward and some considerations have to be done before. The way to discretize 
the derivatives is important and various approaches are possible. Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto discretization is 
very common, but has some drawbacks as the matrices that uses are full and then is less suitable for sparse 
algebra. On the contrary, high order finite differences can be used with high accuracy (see Paredes et al. ) 
and they can take all the advantage of sparse solvers. This discretization method is an essential tool to be 
able to obtain quality results in standard computers. The way to calcúlate the two dimensional operators is 
done by the Kronecker product, but that and other considerations related to the high order finite differences 
and its discretization are general of the method and can be seen in more detail in the mentioned paper 
by Paredes et al. In addition, some boundary conditions have to be imposed to the problem, which is a 
delicate aspect that will be analyzed in depth. In addition, a basic flow and a wavenumber ¡3 have to be 
selected, aspect, the first of them, that will be commented later. It is also important to mention that an 
Arnoldi algorithm is used to obtain only a few eigenvalues in much shorter time, decreasing also the problem 
size. 
III. C. 1. Baste Flow 
The basic flow is a field for U, V, W and its derivatives, which must be a stationary solution of the Navier-
Stokes equations. Sometimes it could be given analytically, and it could also be obtained as a solution of a 
2D DNS code when the final result do not vary in time. 
In order to study the stability of the two counter rotative vórtices, two Lamb-Oseen vórtices, Eqs. (21), 
can be introduced if a model without axial flow wants to be studied. If a model with axial flow is preferred, 
a (/-vortex model, Eqs. (22), for the vórtices can be supposed. These equations are usually written using the 
¡3 
(a) Amplification rate (w¿), d = 0.1. (b) Frequency (uir), d = 0.1. 
¡3 
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(c) Amplification rate (w¿), d = 0.2. (d) Frequency (uir), d = 0.2. 
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(e) Amplification rate (£>¿), d = 0.3. (f) Frequency (¿)r), d = 0.3. 
Figure 1. Amplification rate (úí) and frequency (clv as a function of the wavenumber k for d: 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. 
¡3 
(a) Amplification rate (w¿), d = 0.4. (b) Frequency (uir), d = 0.4. 
¡3 
(c) Amplification rate (w¿), d = 0.5. (d) Frequency (uir), d = 0.5. 
Figure 2. Amplification rate (úí) and frequency (ujr as a function of the wavenumber k for d: 0.4 and 0.5. 
(a) Symmetric, positive (b) Symmetric, negative (c) Asymmetric, positive (d) Asymmetric, negative 
Figure 3. The four modes for k = 3 and d = 0.2. Four neutral eigenvalues. 
(a) Symmetric, growing (b) Symmetric, decaying (c) Asymmetric, positive (d) Asymmetric, negative 
Figure 4. The four modes for k = 1.5 and d = 0.3. Two neutral eigenvalues, one growing and one decaying. 
(a) Symmetric, growing (b) Symmetric, decaying (c) Asymmetric, growing (d) Asymmetric, decaying 
Figure 5. The four modes for k = 3 and d = 0.4. Two growing eigenvalues and two decaying. 
parameter q = ra/(27rWo) that is what gives them the ñame. 
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Furthermore, these basic flows are not exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations, they are approx-
imations. This will créate some spurious results when calculating, but their importance can be minimized. 
One of the issues is that the descent speed of the vórtices is not taken into account in these equations. This 
term is of order unity, so it should be added to the basic flow given here. Other important point is that they 
are inviscid solutions, and, as the real problem is viscous, the vórtices will diffuse. If Re is high enough, this 
will be negligible. Finally, these basic flows are analytic solutions for a single vortex, but not for the pair, 
so the closer that the two vórtices are, the further that the result encountered will be from the actual one. 
This can be overeóme by mean of a 2D DNS evolved some time steps from one of these basic flows until the 
shapes of the vórtices remain unchanged in time. In that case, Re should be high for the vórtices not to 
diffuse too much. This choice has been taken by many as González et al." among others. 
III. C. 2. Boundary Conditions 
The boundary conditions for the variables ü, v and w are very easy to impose in the case that the two 
vórtices are taken inside the domain and the boundaries are kept far away enough. In that case, Dirichlet 
conditions are imposed on all the boundaries. However, the symmetry of the problem allows to calcúlate the 
solution as the sum of symmetric and antisymmetric solutions of only one half. In that case, two different 
sets of conditions have to be imposed. Symmetry conditions mean Neumann boundary conditions, while 
antisymmetry mean Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Symmetric case: v and w are symmetric, while u is antisymmetric: 
u{x,y) = -ü{-x,y) 
ij{x,y)=v{-x,y) (23) 
w(x,y) = w(-x,y) 
Antisymmetric case: u is symmetric, while v and w are antisymmetric: 
ü(x,y) = ü(-x,y) 
v{x,y) = -v(-x,y) (24) 
w(x,y) = -w(-x,y) 
III. G. 3. Comparison Full boundary and Half Boundary 
First of all, a validation case for the boundary conditions is selected. It will be a case for low Re and q of 
order unity, which lead some instabilities. The exact valúes of the problem are the following: 
fie =100, q = 0.475, a = 0.0, Xa = 2.0, a0 = 1.0, ¡3 = 0.418 
Convergence of the solution is shown in table 2 for the first two unstable eigenvalues. Good convergence 
is seen for both eigenvalues, but the symmetric boundary seems to have better behavior. Figure 6 highlights 
that the unión of the symmetric and antisymmetric modes is the same result as the full solution. Similarities 
can be found with figure 4b of Hein and Theofilis. These spectra have been calculated with high order finite 
differences of order 8. The Krilov space was only of 100 points, and that is the reason because the number of 
eigenvalues is not very big and the continuous part of it is not very well converged, although it is not needed 
either. 
The modes are complex and therefore, as the grid is not the same for the case of full domain and the 
case of half domain, the eigenvectors are moved one phase and then they do not look the same for half and 
full domain. However, the reconstruction in space and time will give the same Figures 7 and 8 represent the 
valué of the imaginary part of the modes, only for the full domain simulations. There, the kind of boundary 
condition in the center is appreciated, where it can be seen that all the variables, but u follow the symmetry 
or antisymmetry of the mode, while u does the opposite. 
III. C.4- Effsct of adding the descent speed 
The results presented before are calculated without adding the descent speed of the vórtices to the basic 
flow and for an analytic and imposed base flow. In this paragraph it is shown how the descent speed, 
Vd = q/2Xa = 0.119, even if small, displaces the spectrum. For that purpose, figure 9 is shown, where 
convergence have been analyzed again, as well as the symmetric and antisymmetric meshes are used to show 
whether the eigenvalues are symmetric or antisymmetric. The shape of the first two modes (not shown here) 
is very similar to those without descent speed added (again symmetric and antisymmetric respectively), and 
therefore these two modes correspond to the ones with descent speed equal zero. 
IV. Conclusión 
Both methods have been proved to be able to recover good results in the analysis of two counter rotating 
vórtices. Point vórtices were already analyzed long time ago, but this methodology offers a fast and reliable 
tool to compare with others in the inviscid limit. The viscous BiGlobal stability analysis is a established 
Table 2. Table of convergence for the two more unstable modes, 
Mesh 
Symmetric 
Antisymmetric 
Full 
Symmetric 
Antisymmetric 
Full 
Symmetric 
Antisymmetric 
Full 
Symmetric 
Antisymmetric 
Full 
Nx 
150 
150 
200 
100 
100 
150 
75 
75 
100 
50 
50 
50 
Ny 
300 
300 
200 
200 
200 
150 
150 
150 
100 
100 
100 
50 
Mode 1 LUÍ 
0.103125944794 
-
0.103125948637 
0.103125945214 
-
0.103125943203 
0.103125957635 
-
0.103126030491 
0.103126311524 
-
0.103142154419 
Mode 1 tür 
0.042288780713 
-
0.042288786637 
0.042288785006 
-
0.042288810039 
0.042288817958 
-
0.042289023553 
0.042289742338 
-
0.042328587689 
Mode 2 UJÍ 
-
0.083025955469 
0.083026013284 
-
0.083026064183 
0.083026004911 
-
0.083025996071 
0.083026144726 
-
0.083026837579 
0.083062987914 
Mode 2 ujr 
-
0.057975378840 
0.057969180155 
-
0.057975206122 
0.057969173492 
-
0.057963434941 
0.057969326685 
-
0.057975629592 
0.058011763106 
0.12 
0.08 
0.06 
0.04 
0.02 
-0.02 
Figure 6. Spect rum obtained for bo th domains. 
(a) Pressure. (b) Velocity in x direction. 
(c) Velocity in y direction. (d) Velocity in z direction. 
Figure 7. Imaginary part of the four components of the first symmetric mode for the valúes specified above. 
(a) Pressure. (b) Velocity in x direction. 
(c) Velocity in y direction. (d) Velocity in z direction. 
Figure 8. Imaginary part of the four components of the first antisymmetric mode for the valúes specified above. 
Symmetric, Vd, Nx=150, Ny=300 + 
Antisymmetric, Vd, Nx=150, Ny=300 
Full Domain, Vd, Nx=200, N =200 • 
0.14 
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Figure 9. Spectrum to show the effect of the descent speed, in this case, V¿ = 0.11875. 
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methodology, which, also in this case, have demonstrated that the use of this new upgrade can reproduce or 
even improve previous results with very little computational resources. 
The advantages of the point vortex stability methods are the simplicity, which means easy to compute, 
and the small number of parameters. By contrast, due to that facts, the real problems cannot be modeled 
accurately. 
The BiGlobal method, on the other hand, offers a wide range of parameters to analyze, and different 
options when modeling the equations. These are both its advantages and disadvantages, because the number 
of parameters, among them the viscosity, allows the possibility to model the problem with more accuracy, 
but if not done properly, might not lead to interesting conclusions. In that line, this work has analyzed the 
effect of some of the parameters, but much more can be done in that área. 
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